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How Can We Address the Aviation 
Workforce Crisis?

Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (STEM) Aviation and Space 
Education (AVSED) Program

STEM AVSED Outreach 
Representatives

FAA Reauthorization Bill Requirements – Title VI

~45,000
>300

FAA 
Employees

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At our PEL kickoff, we were introduced to the STEM AVSED learning challenge. Through some brief research, we learned that:Congress assigned FAA responsibility for addressing the aviation workforce crisis.That STEM AVSED is our long-standing program that allows agency employees to interact with students by becoming Outreach RepresentativesAnd that of the approximately 45,000 people eligible to serve as Outreach Reps, less than 300 were serving in this capacity at the start of last fiscal year. That’s a lot of untapped potential!
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Objectives:
ENROLL:

–Increasing employee awareness
–Can be done on work time

ENGAGE:
–Train, Schedule, Approve, 
Participate

–End of school year ‘last push’
REPORT:

–Update database

Approaches:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we developed objectives for each of the three categories – Enroll, Engage, and ReportThen we developed approaches. We wanted to use as many as we could to:Create a lot of energy for the programOffer repetition as well as variety, and Get people thinking and talking about the program. 
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How Can You Support STEM AVSED?
–Executives/managers in each 
LOB promote the program 
internally

–Record all activities!
–Accountability (for promoting 
the  program/holding activities) 

–Covid-19 Considerations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Executives can promote the program internally within their LOB. Describe FS’s example.Consider adding accountability for supporting the program for your managers and supervisors, similar to the CSTI’s for executives (perhaps in performance standards or OSI factors.)Give some thought to ways to effectively engaging the Air Traffic Organization & Controllers. It would be important to have a new way of creating awareness (since they are not able to check their FAA email or download links from the daily messages very easily), but also important is ATO’s desire to support them. Options for awareness are .  (create awareness – we understand about job constraints – credit hours ). Understanding some controllers work through employee associations, the bargaining unit, or go out on their own. For example, 2 ATC’s created DC Flight Club to focus on STEM Outreach. A lot going on that we don’t know aboutNotify BU’s and EA’s earlier and get more participation in the project. Ask NATCA to team up for mutual benefit “it’s difficult to reach them through FAA email.” they only have one computer to access at a tower. Unions talk to them through personal email. Get their attention by printing signs and putting them on the bulletin board on the first floor near the elevator. 
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Reference Materials
• Order 1250.2A (SECTION 10 a-b-c) specifically allows for promoting STEM AVSED Activities to be done 

during work hours.  If done outside working hours, must have with Supervisor Approval prior to being 
conducted and can become compensatory time.

• Outreach Toolkit (Virtual)

• Form
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